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abstract.
The layer of the Earth's atmosphere which contains clouds and weather
systems is a thin thermoregulatory surface. It maintains an exact
energy budget between the Earth and the Sun. Recent work in
theoretical physics is aimed at these types of dynamic systems. Key
to a system such as the atmosphere is the constant yet fluctuating
input of energy which forces the system into a state distant from
its thermodynamic equilibrium. Certain physical systems, when past
this point begin to organize themselves into dynamic structures which
work to dissipate the incoming flux. As a result, they are decreasing
system entropy, a characteristic previously only assigned to life
or living matter. The line between living and inert systems has
expanded to a field wide enough to work within.
Concurrently, developments in the engineering of so-called
intelligent materials seek to invest material or inert matter with
characteristics or behaviors of life. Scientists intend the materials
to sense, process and respond to environmental forces in a dynamic
bio-mimetic manner through engineering at the molecular scale.
This paper will examine these two fields, beginning a discourse and
correlation between them, in the context of a built application.
Specifically, Nitinol, a shape memory alloy, will be considered as
'dissipative media' in a dynamic building system.
The proposed built system will then become a metallic alloy atmosphere
on the thin surface boundary of a structure. Working also to
dissipate an influx of solar energy, the building's surface will
develop 'weather systems', dynamic and cyclonic, moving across and
around the metallic skin. Perturbations from the imprints of the
clouds and shadows will seed the system throwing it into flux as it
seeks to feather out the disturbances and settle back into pulsing
rhythms and patterns. Space, scale, and time and orientation will
be re-introduced
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entropy and surfaceness in context.
... nullification has re-created Kashimir Malevich's
"non-objective world," where there are no more likeness
of reality. no idealistic images, nothing but a
desert!"...this desert is a "city of the Future" made
of null structures and surfaces. This city performs no
natural function, it simply exists between mind and
matter, detached from both, representing neither. It is,
in fact,devoid of all classical ideas of space and
process. It is brought into focus by a strict condition
of perception, rather than any expresssive or emotive
means.Perception as deprivation of actions and reaction
brings to mind the desolate, but exquisite, surface
structures of the empty "box" or "lattice". As action
decreases, the clarity of such surface-structures
increases.1
Robert Smithson. from Entropy and the New Monuments.
1. Smithson. 57.
(5.1] crystal formation showing emergence of order in inert
matter during change of state phase. Nicolis. G. 237.
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[7.1] emergence of ordered structures
past a threshold. First
InternationalConference of Intelligent
Materials. 215.
7
[8.1] emergence of ordered structures past a
threshold. First InternationalConference of
Intelligent Materials. 215.
8
prospects for shape memory alloys as dissaptive media in
thin surface structures.
self-organization.
Current intentions in the development of 'intelligent' materials are
necessarily interested in investing materials science with behaviors
typically reserved for so-called organic or living systems. Explicit
in the approach is the acceptance or philosophy that these types of
'biological' behaviors are encoded into living matter at the
molecular level. That is to say, that attributes described
microscopically by genetic encryption or molecular arrangement drive
the behavior of a quantity of material in an additive sense. As a
result, current work is being focused on better understanding of
molecules and molecular assemblies which respond to stimuli in a
useful and controlled manner.1
In his introduction to the Proceedings of the First International
Conference on Intelligent Materials, recently held in Japan, T.Takagi
outlines a directive:
The conceptual background of intelligent
materials is a combination of advanced aspects
of materials science and computer engineering
which seeks to create composite materials systems
which can sense and respond to environmental
changes in ways which maximize their
function... Intelligent materials may be defined
as the materials which respond to environmental
changes toward the optimum conditions and
manifest their functions according to the
changes.
In the near future, border lines of the software
field and the material region will overlap and
finally merge together completely. . .This
situation is found in various aspects of life
including human being.2
Materials with 'built in software' desire complete systematization
and integration of function at this scale.3
'Intelligence', in reference to the new materials, refers then to
the move to materials with seemingly uncanny characteristics. Ideas
about new materials performance begins to suggest how these artifacts
act with psychosociological overtones. Within the materials
themselves wittingly smart behaviors such as innovation, learning,
acquisition of habits and intuition under unexpected and
l.Smith, W.E., R.A. Pethrick and J.N. Sherwood. 25.
2.Takagi, T. 3.
3.Ibid. 6.
unpredictable circumstances are intended. Researchers in France
outline a three-part framework:
1. the instinctive state- corresponds to the
automatic response. In materials it corresponds
to the basic physico-chemical and mechanical
properties required for the primitive functions.
2. the acquisition of habits- means better
adapted responses and is the result of learning
which is itself the fruit if remembered
experiences which lead to a better response to
known environmental conditions.
3. intuition- comes from a general view of the
problem which permits in immediate decision and
the most appropriate response to an unexpected
situation. In materials it corresponds to the
capacity to simultaneously receive, analyze and
react to non-standard situations and to modify
the properties concerned by a new behavior often
based on non linear properties. 1
The difficulty with a traditional reductionist approach to this type
of material design is that many of these outlined behaviors exist
above the scale of molecular assembly. They are emergent properties
of systems not necessarily present microscopically; therefore, they
cannot necessarily be compressed or reduced for molecular encryption.
Adaptation, intuition, learning are behaviors not located cellularly
but arise macroscopically. Those behaviors are not always
deterministic and therefore obdurate to typical statistical physics
methodologies. They could be considered 'system' behaviors.
Importantly, these types of behaviors are in response to external
influence and are as a result not predictable and are discrete in
time. Time, scale, and external influence will be key to decoupling
our ideas of systems and their distinctions, eventually losing the
relevance of such terminology as 'intelligent' or 'smart'
What we want to model, in relation to new engineered materials, is
a system which is composed of inert materials, according to the
traditional definition of physics, but desires to behave in the
manners of certain so-called living or biological systems. However,
according to the second law of thermodynamics, entropy is increasing
in a mechanical or 'natural' system while decreasing in living
matter.2 Thus, physics based in Clausian thermodynamics and
traditional biology have definitely been segregated. Darwin exposed
the apparent paradox when he explained that biological evolution, a
1.Beck, G. and P.F. Gobin. 9.
2.Jones, Gareth, et.al. 135.
living system, leads to higher order and increasing complexity of
structures in apparent contrast to the second law of thermodynamics
which states that evolution in a closed system proceeds toward higher
disorder and is associated with increasing entropy.1
Obviously, synthesization of organic and inert or physical system
will require a fundamental semantical realignment. Dropping the
distinction altogether, however, should allow thermodynamics to
operate in an expanded field. As a result, physical processes can
be separated into two distinct classes whether they be biological,
chemical, or physical. 2 Closed system processes , those not subject
to external influence, tend toward an establishment of an equilibrium
state and are time-dependent processes. That is to say, that system
energy 'runs down' or decreases as system entropy resultingly
increases. These processes correspond to the highest possible degree
of disorder. Contrastingly, open system processes, those which are
subject to external influence, can arrive at a state of higher order
exhibiting an increase in system entropy. These types of processes
exhibit a quality of self-organization by which ordered structures
evolve from apparent system disorder. 3 These are two entirely
different and dissimilar processes. Those in closed systems heading
towards thermodynamic equilibrium and those in open systems being
kept from reaching thermodynamic equilibrium by an external influence
or 'flux' of energy.
We know Newtonian mechanics has been somewhat successful in dealing
with closed system dynamics and their modeling. The science of
thermodynamics has been primarily interested in heat engine processes
or processes near thermodynamics equilibrium. It is possible to
illustrate that a single system may exhibit characteristics of a
closed system, and increasing entropy, even though it is in essence
an open system. The system will change behaviors across a certain
threshold of external influence, reversing its entropy. The system
at this point may also be dissipative. This bipolar behavior of a
single system may have contributed to uncertainties in previous
system distinctions. Previous physics system models would have been
adept at working only below this threshold.
A laser is a kind of system which can exhibit both kinds of system
behaviors across a threshold. Definitely an open system, the laser
is 'influenced' both by the mechanical arrangement of its hardware
by people and by excitation of its atoms by an external energy
source. Initially, atoms in a crystal - such as a ruby - or a gas,
after external excitation begin to emit light in a more or less
irregular fashion. When the external source or signal reaches a
certain and sufficiently high amplitude, atoms begin to oscillate
1.Klimontovich, Yu.L. 332.
2.Ibid. 332.
3.Ibid. 332.
coherently and an entirely different process occurs as a single field
of light emerges from a disorganized number of individual light
waves. Thus, the external influence acts on the system in a non-
specific way; it does not impress the resultant behavior of structure
onto the system, but merely feeds additional energy its the system. 1
The structure, in the case of the laser, is a very specific temporal
spacial pattern which could also be considered functional.
Systems which behave in this manner are considered to be 'self-
organizing.' In this sense, when past a certain threshold they
acquire a spatial, temporal, or functional structure without specific
influence from the outside.2 This 'change' is considered to be a
non-equilibrium phase transition and can be considered similar in
behavior to state phase transition found in matter in equilibrium,
such as the change from water to ice. Changing parameters such as
temperature, abruptly invest new mechanical properties into matter
at a macroscopic scale by altering molecular arrangement.
Theoretical physics considers new attitude about dynamic
nonequilibrium systems. The increase in order past a certain
threshold is therefore considered to be a development of a system
maintained far from equilibrium by an external influence. Far from
equilibrium, systems have behaviors previously only ascribed to
living systems, but may include not only living systems but natural
physical and chemical systems. Turbulent flow, crystal formation,
atmospheric dynamics, chemical reactions, organic matter, wave
formation etc. can all become self-organizing when held in a far
from equilibrium state.
Necessarily, these systems develop
'emergent structures' which have
characteristics of being spatial and
temporal in order to be a dissipative
system. A dissipative system effects
to sink extra energy out of the
system, thus increasing system
entropy--ordering these structures
as a result.
[x.1] .transformation into an ordered structure during
period doubling. strange attractor. Gapanov-
Grekhov.A.W. and M.I. Rabinovich. 244.
1.Haken, H. The Challenge of Complex Systems. 11.
2.Ibid. 11.
[13.1] transition in fluid convective flow fron a two dimension structure to three dimensional.
chaos and order in nature. 18.
[13.2] fusion of structures showing transitions to more complex structures in convective flow.
Berge, P.19.
[14.1] surface structures of a parametrically excited fluid. moving from regular square cells
through modulations of square cells which dislocate and become complex. Gapanov-Grekhov, A.V.and
M.I. Rabinovich. self-organization by non-linear processes. 37.
[15.1] time development of the horizontal structure of
convection in a rotating layer heated from below. The Earth's
atmosphere could also be considered a rotating fluid heated from
one side. Chaos and Order in Nature. 40.
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These developments seem rather modest when compared to the
sophisticated anthropomorphic and organic desires of intelligent
materials research and the complexity of even the most minuscule
living organism. However, they seem to have made great advances
in important categories. Exhibited in customarily physical or inert
systems is the one trait assigned exclusively to life or the emergence
of life- the reversal of entropy. These attributes emerge at a
macroscopic scale and are significantly in response to an external
or 'environmental' influence. Further, we begin to differentiate
systems based on the qualitative tendencies of their behavioral
dynamics rather than exclusively on the severe number of constituent
components or complex interrelationships. This will help us build
a 'complex' system from primarily simple components.
Implicit in the question of systems modeling, then, is the requirement
for these systems to do some amount of work, they have a function.
Nonequilibrium thermodynamics work, still in its embriotic stage,
has not been necessarily concerned with the engineering type
application of a far from equilibrium systems. These systems, because
of their self-organizing mechanics, are just that- self organizing-
and are not concerned inherently with what those ordered emergent
structures do. In addition, these systems respond nonspecifically
to external influence but with no direct external control. 1 Saunders
in the article "Self-Organization, Catastrophe Theory and the Problem
of Segmentation" suggests:
We say that a crystal has order but that a watch is organized,
because the parts of the latter have been put together in a
certain way for a purpose, viz. To keep time. In contrast ,
self-organization creates order without conscious design and
so the concept of function hardly arises. No one asks what
the red spot on Jupiter is organized for. Biologists, of
course, automatically seek explanations in terms of
functions ...
The context of atmospheric storms should be adequate for introducing
some characteristics of a system when far from equilibrium focusing
particularly on hydrodynamic or atmospheric systems which will become
increasingly significant in relation to the molecular dynamics of
Nitinol.
First of all, when these systems are dissipative they may display
asymptotic behavior and may be describable in a simpler manner .2
Their constituent media serves to damp or attenuate energy
maintaining a certain 'signature' state or energy level against an
influx of energy or 'external constraint' . For example, when a fluid
l.Saunders, P.T. and M. W. Ho. 143.
2.Turvey,M.T. 328.
is heated from below it will develop certain spatial patterns such
as vortices or honeycombs. Increasing the heat, or energy input ,
causes the patterns to become spatio-temporal or that rotate in time,
perhaps as oscillations of vortices. Similarly, the transition
in hydrodynamics flow from thermal to laminar to turbulent motion
exhibits phase transition and particular spacial patterns emerge. 2 3
These emergent non equilibrium spatial-temporal structures were
dubbed 'dissapative structures' by Prigogine and can appear as
regular formations of ensembles of identical ( or similar) cells or
dynamics structures. 4 The circulation or earth's atmosphere and
oceans are examples of a nonequilibrium dissapative system.
The significance of these system dynamics and their consequences is
well illustrated in relation to atmospheric motion in an article by
Gregiore Nicolis entitled "Physics of far-from-equilibrium systems
and self-organization". I will include a lengthy but effective
narrative which I am calling 'Man in Box'. This segment should
provide an adequate segue back into an architectural context. Certain
'organic' behavioral actions such as self-replication and
homeostasis will coincide with more 'architectural' directives or
identities such as a knowledge of space, scale, time and through
structure.
Man in Box.
Imagine a layer of fluid (say water) limited by
two horizontal parallel plates whose lateral
dimensions are much longer than the width of the
layer. Left to itself, the fluid will rapidly
tend to a homogenous state in which,
statistically speaking, all its parts will be
identical. For instance, a minute observer will,
on the sole basis of observations of his
environment, be unable to tell whether he is in
a small volume Va or the small volume Vb of the
fluid (see fig.xxxx) . All volumes that one could
define arbitrarily within the fluid will thus be
indistinguishable, and the knowledge of the state
of one of them would suffice to know the state
of them all, independently of their form and
their size. In other words, from the standpoint
of our observer, the position he occupies makes
no difference. Alternatively, their exists no
l.Haken, H. The Challenge of Complex Systems. 8.
2.Klimontovich, You L. 332.
3. Turvey,M.T. 328.
4.Gapanov-Grekhov, A.V. and M.I. Rabinovich. 37.
intrinsic way enabling him to perceive the notion
of space.
The homogeneity of this system extends of course
to all its properties and in particular to its
temperature, which will be the same at all parts
of the fluid and equal to the temperature of the
limiting plates, or, alternately, to the
temperature of the 'external world'.
All these properties are characteristics of a
system in a particular state, the state of
equilibrium. for which their is neither a bulk
motion nor a temperature difference with the
outside world. We can express this property in
a more quantitative manner as follows. We denote
by T1 and T2 the temperatures of plates 1 and 2,
respectively; then at equilibrium we necessarily
have
^ Te = T2 - T1 = 0. (=change)
Imagine now that somebody places a finger on one
plate for a moment. The temperature at this part
of the plate will be momentarily modified (for
instance from 20o C to the human body's
temperature 36.9oC ). An incident like this,
which takes place by chance in a system is called
a perturbation. For our system at equilibrium
this temperature perturbation will have no
influence, since the temperature will rapidly
become uniform again and will equal its initial
value. In other words the perturbation dies out;
the system keeps no track of it. When a system
is in a state such that the perturbations acting
on it die out more or less equally in time, we
say that system is asymptotically stable.
From the standpoint of our minute observer not
only the homogeneity and the fluid makes it
impossible for him to develop in intrinsic
conception of space, but, in addition, the
stability of the state of equilibrium eventually
makes all the instants to be identical. It is
therefore also impossible for him to develop an
intrinsic conception of time. One can hardly
speak of 'behavior' for a system in such a simple
situation. So let us move away from it.
One can increase the complexity of the system,
for instance, by heating the fluid layer from
below. In doing this, we communicate energy to
our system in the form of heat. Moreover, as
the temperature T2 of the lower plate will be
higher than Tl, the equilibrium equation (xxxx)
will be violated (^T>Q). In other words, by
applying an external constraint to the system.
we do not permit the system to reach equilibrium.
Note that in the present example constraint
implies energy flux and vice versa.
Suppose first that the constraint is weak (^T is
small) . Our system will agin adopt a simple and
unique state, in which the only process going on
will be the transport of heat from the lower to
the upper plate, from which the heat will be
evacuated to the external world. The only
dif ference from the state of equilibrium will be
that the temperature and consequently the density
and pressure will no longer be uniform. They
will vary, in practically linear fashion, from
warm regions (below) to cold ones (above) . This
phenomenon is known as thermal conduction. In
this new state that the system has reached to
respond to the constraint, stability will prevail
again, and the behavior will eventually be as
simple as equilibrium.
By removing the system from equilibrium further
and further, through an increase in ^T, we
observe that, suddenly, at a value of ^T that we
will call critical, ^Tc, matter begins to perform
a bulk movement which is visualized in figure
19.1. Moreover, this movement is far from
random: the fluid is structured in a series of
small 'cells' 12 known as Bernard cells. This
is the regime of thermal convection defined at
the beginning if this section.
[19.1] emergence of bernard cell structures. Nicolis. G. Njw
Physics. 318.
... The reason these currents do not appear as
soon as AT is not strictly zero, as the above
argument would suggest, is that the destabilising
effects are counteracted by the stabilising
effects of the viscosity of the fluid, which
generates an internal friction opposing
movement, as well as by thermal conduction, which
tends to smear out the temperature difference
between the displaced droplet and the
environment. This explains the difference of
the critical threshold, ^Tc, as observed in the
experiment.
This is, you might say a modest complexity
compared to that of the humblest bacterium. But
let us turn once again to our minute observer!
At his level his universe has been totally
transformed. For instance, he can now decide
where he is and where he is not by observing the
sense of rotation of the cell he occupies.
Moreover, by counting the number of cells he goes
through, he can acquire a quite efficient notion
of space. We call this emergence of the notion
of space in a system in which, till then, this
notion could not be perceived in an intrinsic
manner symmetry-breaking. In a way, symmetry
breaking brings of from a static, geometrical
view of space to a view whereby the space is
shaped by the functions going on in the system.
A L R L R L
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[20.1] benard cells showing opposing structures, rotation, and
temperature differentials. Nicolis.G. New Physics. 318.
... a single Benard cell comprises something like
(107)3 - 1021 molecules. That this huge number
of particles can behave in a coherent fashion
despite the random thermal motion executed by
each of them is one of the principle properties
characterizing self-organisation and the
emergence of complex behaviour.
... notions such as coherence. complexity, and
order, which have been an integral part of
biology for a long time, but which, until
recently, were outside the mainstream of physics.
The possibility to describe, through these
fundamental concepts, the behaviour of both
living beings and of quite ordinary physical
systems is a major development that could not
possibly have been forecast a few years ago.
We see that far from equilibrium, that is when
the constraint is sufficiently strong, the system
can adjust to its environment in several
different ways, or, to be less anthropomorphic,
that several solutions are possible for the same
parameter values. Chance alone will decide which
of these solutions will be realised. The fact
that, among many choices, only one has been
retained confers to the system an historical
dimension, some sort of 'memory' of a past event
which took place at a critical moment and which
will effect it further evolution.
To summarise we have seen that nonequilibrium
has enabled the system to transform part of the
energy communicated from the environment into an
ordered behavior of a new type, the dissapative
structure: a regime characterised by a symmetry-
breaking. multiple choices and correlations of
a macroscopic range. We can therefore say that
we have literally witnessed the birth of
complexity through self-organisation. True the
type of complexity is modest, but nevertheless
it presents characteristics which were usually
ascribed to biological systems.1
Self-organization then is typified by several requirements and
certain traits. Typically, a nonlinear dynamical system must be
retained at a point far enough from equilibrium to become dissipative.
Structures emerge, which we have begun to associate with characters
of living systems, which also invest an observer with knowledge of
time, scale, space and orientation; all traits not usually associated
with biological matter. These structures are correlative on a
macroscopic range and have little to do with molecular interactive
forces. 2 We now need some amount of application or to get work
from the model.
A primary and fundmental trait of these types of dynamical systems
is that the emergence of structures is dependent on the ability of
the system to create and sustain states of matter displaying
regulatory properties. 3 Hydrodynamics systems, such as our own
1.Nicolis, Gregoire. 317-319.
2.Ibid. 336.
atmosphere,
properties.
can be good examples to look at these types of
Proportionally, the layer of the atmosphere in which
clouds form is no thicker than the leather cover of a softball. 1
The earth's atmosphere can then be analogous to the fluid between
the plates in Gregoire's segment. Scientist are beginning to
understand how Earth's atmosphere acts as a thermoregulatory
'surface' between incoming solar radiation and the crust.
A combination of thermal convection and rotation, cyclonic
dissipative structures, we call weather systems, develop, fluxing
energy from the equator to the poles and back into space. These
rhythms leave unmistakable physical and psychological imprints on
the life contained within as well as being useful registration marks
for orientation, scale, space and time. All aspects of life are
effected by, maintained by, and generated in the process. It is
only recently that science has begun to approach certain specific
'functions' of the atmosphere. Studies directed at the consequences
of ozone depletion have begun to chronicle the role of weather
formation in relation to the earth's so-called 'energy budget'.
[22.1] experimental generation of steady-state dissapative anticyclonic structures
moving opposite the rotation of the vessel. Antipov, S.V. et al. Self-organization.
89.
3.Ibid. 336.
1.Rangno, A.L.
Cloud radiative forcing can actually heat and cool locally to
maintain the entire system of the earth in a relatively stable, and
life sustaining and emergent, condition. The earth's radiation
budget, or more appropriately balance, then is a steady state held
in a system far from equilibrium. This maintenance of a steady state
can be directly compared to the steady state maintained by an organic
thermoregulatory system. Homeostasis refers to 'the relatively
stable conditions of the internal environment that result from
... compensating regulatory responses performed by homeostatic
control systems.. .the body undergoes no net gain or loss of heat and
the body temperature remains constant".1 In a steady state, energy
must be constantly added to maintain a variable such as internal
temperature. This is fundamentally distinct from equilibria where
a variable remains constant but because of the nature of closed
systems no energy is being added. 2 In biological terms the steady-
state quantity is referred to as the operating point or the set point
of the thermoregulatory system.
Water , the main constituent of clouds and all weather systems, can
exist in all three phases near the operating point of the atmosphere's
regulatory system and are directly implicated in that system. It
is not sure exactly how clouds regulate temperature just yet but
some fundamental performance is known. The Earth's climate system
is constantly working to maintain a balance between the energy that
reaches the surface of the Earth from the sun and the energy that
is re-emitted into space. Any systems average temperature is the
controlling aspect for regulating how much energy is emitted by that
system and the wavelength of that energy.3 The Earth can feed energy
back into space by either emission or reflection. Both can be
effected by cloud formations as they can reflect radiation from their
top surfaces back into space or trap radiation between themselves
and the Earth's surface. 4
Solar energy that reflected by a surface is called the albedo.
Different surfaces have different albedos in accordance with their
surface properties, clouds have a typically high albedo. As a result
they reflect more solar energy back into space than the surface
beneath them would, so they are generally considered to have a
negative forcing or cooling effect in that sense. However clouds
can also have a warming effect associated most commonly with the
greenhouse effect. The Earth as it absorbs energy from the sun,
heats up until it is consistently emitting the same amount of
radiation back into space as it absorbs. The Earth's radiation is
1.Barnes, N. Sue and Helena Curtis. 150.
2.Ibid. 150.
3.NASA. Clouds and the Energy Cycle. Internet site.
4.Ibid.
longwave, and thus cannot be seen by human eye, but can be partially
reflected back to Earth by a cloud The amount of reflection is
dependent on the cloud's particle formation, size, temperature,
altitude and thickness. A cloud when introduced into a clear sky,
will reduce the amount of longwave radiation emitted through the
atmosphere into space (given that its albedo forcing is less than
the greenhouse forcing) . This trapped energy will in return serve
to increase the temperature of the Earth's surface and atmosphere
until the amount of energy received at the Earth's surface is again
balance with the amount of radiation emitted back into space.1
As a whole the earth's entire atmosphere would like to convect energy
received at the equator to the poles and back into space. The
rotation of the earth and its tilt at 23.5 degrees on axis complicate
this process and consequently create a complex system of convection
and rotation. This system is similar of course in behavior to our
previous examples, but we have now introduced the concept and
mechanism for steady state behavior.
1.Ibid.
[25.2] manitenance of a steady state dissipative system mainteined far-from-equibrium
in a rotating fluid. structure are cyclonic vortices. Antipov, S.V. et al. Self-
Organization. 90.
SMA.
As 'dissapative media', within a system maintained far from
equilibrium, intelligent materials can gain greater access to the
types a behaviors required of them. It is the steady state
maintenance at the system level that we would like to create in
regard to an 'intelligent material'system , particularly one
utilizing Nitinol. An alloy of nickel and titanium ( approximately
50/50 composition) , this metal is known as 'muscle wire' when related
to its use and development in biotechnology and medicine. Engineered
precisely for those applications , the wire is trained into a 'shape'
which can then be exactly recovered after elongation or stretching
of the material. It is referred to in that sense as a shape memory
alloy (SMA). Upon recovery, the SMA pulls with a significant
mechanical force- a force with a significant enough power to mass
ratio to be useful in prosthetic applications. A Nitinol SMA is
capable of lifting thousands of times its own weight. It is
currently being research and utilized as an actuator on human
prosthetics, robotics and their subsets such as teleoperable surgery.
Nitinol is, for practical purposes, a true molecular actuator and
as a result it's movements can be very precisely engineered and
controlled by manipulating the length and section of the material.
Importantly, Nitinol has molecular dynamics very similar to that of
water. At the molecular level, the alloy has a crystalline structure
which undergoes a first order phase change across a thermal threshold.
When the alloy is below its transition temperature, it can be
stretched or elongated by as much as eight percent. Above the
transition temperature, the alloy undergoes a radical change to a
different molecular structure. This phase change is comparable to
water's state phase change when it transforms from liquid to solid
or ' ice'. In an SMA, the phases are 'martensite' in its low
temperature phase and 'austensite' in the high temperature phase.
In the material's martensetic phase the material is 'elastic' in
nature a has remarkable damping characteristics because if its
twinned phase structure. 2 The transition temperature can be
precisely engineered by altering the alloys nickel titanium
composition by less than 1%. As a result, SMA's can be adjusted to
active at a required temperature such as human body temperature or
the boiling point of water.3
Nitinol, then, is a material which has a crystalline structure similar
to other dissapative media and exhibits useful properties and can
be precisely adjusted to desired specifications or transition
temperature of force. When shaped into wires, the material contracts
l.Gilbertson, Roger G. 1-1.
2.Shape Memory Applications. Internet site.
3.Ibid.
along its length and could be considered to have an on/off motion
above or below a determinable threshold. This on/off motion can
be useful in modeling a system composed of a field or lattice of SMA
working as 'cells' in a system.
modeling with cellular automata.
Cellular Automata are 'systems models' which utilize just such an
binary on/off temperament to model nonlinear systems and have been
successful in modeling the types of dissipative systems that typify
thermodynamic or hydrodynamic behaviors. They are very simple
mathematical models consisting of a regular lattice of identical
site, or 'cells', with values of either 1 or 0. The evolve in
discrete time according to definite rules involving the values of
it neighbors. Originally introduced by Von Neumann to examine living
systems, scientists such as Stephen Wolfram have been successful at
modeling a variety of physical systems which can produce complicated
behavior and self-organization in statistical mechanics. They are
well suited for simulation on computers.
Wolfram has effectively applied CA to model systems such as crystal
growth, reaction-diffusion systems and turbulent flow. In his paper
entitled "Thermodynamics and Hydrodynamics of Cellular Automata"
Wolfram claims:
Simple cellular automata ... seem to capture
the essential features of thermodynamics and
hydrodynamics ... .At a microscopic level,
the cellular automata are discrete
approximations to molecular dynamics, and
show relaxation towards equilibrium. On a
large scale, they behave like continuum
fluids, and suggest efficient methods for
hydrodynamic simulation. 1
Theoretically, these types of models which are discrete in time may
be the only process for examining apparently nonreducible system
behaviors such as organic growth and the infinite asymptotic
evolution of dissipative dynamics. The only way to simulate these
systems may be to grow them over time just as organic evolutionary
and natural systems do. 2 This can be done with a CA simulation.
A CA model then consist of an array of discrete site or cell on a
regular uniform lattice usually modeled as a Cartesian grid. Each
site has a value of 1 or 0- on or off. Each cell value is the result
of a simple calculation of a rule taking values from the
1.Wolfram, S. Thermodynamics and Hydrodynamics of Cellular Automata. 259.
2.Wolfram, S. Complex Systems Theory. 496.
'neighborhood' of cells immediately next to that cell. The
neighborhood can be either four cells or eight cells depending on
whether one considers only orthogonal or orthogonal and diagonally
touching cells. The rule may be something like 'if 50 percent or
more of the neighboring cells have a 1 value, that cell's value turns
to 1. Conversely if 50 percent or more of the neighboring cells
have a 0 value, that cells value turns to 0.' This calculation is
performed in unison by the entire field in steps of 'discrete time'.
Obviously, different rules will give different behaviors to the CA
and can be manipulated to perform those behaviors or to simulate
microscopic arrangements of a known system. This is considered a
3-dimensional CA and the type we are primarily concerned with here.
The CA is usually started in completely random conditions of on and
off sites. However, it is often useful to start the CA in a constant
position and then 'seed' a cell or site of cells with the opposite
value. Over time, patterns and structures will appear and disappear.
The system can also die-- or go to all l's or O's.
period 1 period 3 period 4
[28.1] CA models showing emergent organization beginning from random initial
conditions. Wolfram. S. Random Sequence Generation by Cellular Automata. 284.
[28.2] ca modelwith emergent 'organic' patterns from random disorderedinitial
conditions. Wolfram. S. ndom Sequence Generation by Cellular Automata. 275.
[29.1] nested ca. working in
groups of 5 showing self-
similar scaling and emergence a
of structures past a simple
threshold. Kaufmann. 263.
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A simple mechanical device could physically be substituted for an
automaton cell connected to its surrounding devices merely by
touching them. In this way, a simple mechanism such as a panel
system when placed in an additive array could perform a complex
behavior just as the cellular automaton would simulate it.
Necessarily, the mechanics of each cell would just need to turn on
or off. A panel system could therefore be open or closed when coupled
to an SMA actuator. In the context of our weather system, the panel,
if reflective, could have an albedo forcing effect. When assembled
in an array, the entire system could begin to adjust its 'albedo
forcing' by working as a system simulating thermodynamic of fluid
system almost exactly the way an actual atmospheric system would.
Theoretically, the percentage of closed surface area would reflect
that same percentage of solar radiation off of the surface of the
system. The array would be cellular and consequently completely
additive and could be freely added to or subtracted from.
The 'rule' for the system could be adjusted to the particular climate
and desired maintained operating point of system. The operating
point could be directly implicated in the powering of the system in
as direct a way as possible. Ideally, the system would get hot,
contract and shelter itself merely by the direct reaction action of
the material. That is to say, the operating point could be a set
temperature and the SMA could be engineered to change phase at that
temperature.
In the initial development, however, it may be better to link the
panels to a photovoltaic cell which would then power the SMA. Nitinol
has been well engineered to trigger from small amount of electrical
current when 'shorted' through the wire and responds very precisely
to a specific voltage. Since the SMA has the power to produce a great
amount of force with a small charge, altering large geometries within
a building envelope would provide a greater energy change than the
manner photovoltaics are usually implemented.. In this way, we can
also attach the panels together with a simple metal edge providing
electrical connection to each other neighboring panel. The panels
would then read the energy level of their nearest neighbors and
adjust according to the rule.
Initially it might seem that there would be no reason for the panels
to begin to operate individually, that they might each act in the
same way, after all it's the same sun striking the surface of the
system. However, more local 'seeding' should occur. A cloud or a
shadow might, and probably will, cross the surface of the system,
reducing the amount of light striking a panel or group of panels and
as a result reducing the 'energy' level of that panel or group of
panels. This seeding effect should start the system into a complex
behavior , growing and dissipating the perturbation until the system
again returns to its operating parameter. The system will probably
now retain its operating parameter by being in constant dynamic
motion. It will have evolved into a 'sea' or atmosphere, growing
patterns and structures which dynamically evolve move emerge and
decay.
At night the array will go to sleep, probably by opening, and the
system will become transparent. In the morning it arises, identifying
the sun, its muscles cold and inflexible, but straining to move. As
the system warms, it loosens up, the sun moves behind a tree and it
yawns slowly into motion. The shadow of the trees is feathered
repeated into a field of rippling grids. Slow at first, then
increasing in scale. As the sun passes the corner, the south facade
swings into motion while the east surface relaxes back into a subtle
shimmering field. More motile now, the systems feverishly work to
dissipate the sun. Systems develop, spiral, vortex, hurling across
the array's face and disappearing into infinity or off the side of
the face. Inside the light constant, yet active. The sun moves to
high noon and is strong. The system shelters, slow again and almost
opaque and solid. All interior light is now reflected from the north,
east and west. The western sun is hot and our west wall closes
quickly to a steel wall, obdurate and unyielding. The muscles are
tight and hold fast against the radiation. Finally, as the sun falls
quickly processes reverse and the sunset is within the atmosphere
of the systems. Color, light heat and steel fall back to sleep.
Tomorrow there might be a thunderstorm.
When applied to a building, new nonclassical, nonmodern,
nonpostmodern identities of scale arise. The building envelope is
a microcosm of our atmosphere and building scale of its entailed
dynamics. Fenestration becomes temporal and omni-spacial.
Orientation is etched in the surface like sun on skin- unconsciously
knowable. Boundary and enclosure are elusive, non-reducible, non-
reproducible and never the same twice. The metallic skin is a
snowflake, a storm, an ocean, an organism.
System design and its ultimate identity becomes the design of a
simple rule of almost a single line. System performance becomes more
complex than we can interpret. Materials design can then become a
theater for information processing. Binary computation consists as
we know of large arrays of sites of l's and O's. Literally building
information processing into the material in this manner seems more
appropriate, the reduction and encryption of absolute performance
variable into the material molecular level. The material becomes
processor, open to different 'software' or rules. In an article
entitled "Information Processing by Intelligent Materials-
Information-Processing Architectures for Material Processes", Y
Amemiya proposes:
In order to implement cellular automata in
materials, we should search for interaction
rules which satisfy the dual requirements
for producing useful information processing
and for being achievable with the material
properties ... In this microscopic world we
can no longer use electricity for
interaction signals; instead we must use
other media like lattice elasticity...1
SMA systems and periodic materials. Prospects.
More refined and sophisticated assemblies and computational rules
for SMA systems should be investigated. The collapse of the panel
system into a smaller, thinner, fabric-type system could be the next
step. As more of a woven 'alloy fabric', the system could be applied
more resourcefully and manufactured in linkages of several or
hundreds of cells. Photovoltaic technology needs to advance a little
more, but PV panels could be removed from the systems and placed as
a 'blank' array elsewhere near the site. Also photoelectric fabrics
could be developed and 'woven' into the system. Other types of
powering such as power from the grid or direct thermal response
could be engineered successfully.
Cellular structures which are dynamic, displaying elastic
properties, could be implemented into an 'alloy fabric' or other
type of dynamic material. 0. Sigmund has developed techniques to
design a periodic microstructure of materials, the desire being to
tailor materials with specified elastic properties. His approach
attempts to produce a realistic method of constructing realizable
microstuctures as they have been previously examined, but in manners
unapproachable with known fabrication techniques. 2
Materials with elastic parameters over the entire scale compatible
with thermodynamics can be constructed by layering isotropic soft
and strong material on multiple scales. The material is developed
as a base cell, the smallest repetitive unit with a 'thin' structure
such a micro truss microstructure. 3 The materials can be develop
elasticity in two and three dimensions and are expected to show
some sort of mechanism behavior. 4 These suggested structures behave
isotropically and are therefore ideal for implementing SMA actuators
within. The structures are typically cubic or square as a base cell,
their microstructure is not cubic-symmetric in geometry necessarily
but are isotropic. As a result, when the cell is compressed or
1.Amemiya, Y. 233.
2.Sigmund, 0. 1153.
3.Ibid. 1153.
4.Ibid. 1155.
pulled on two opposing sides, the entire structure contract or
expands. This behavior can be in two dimension as a 'sheet' of
material or in three dimensions in a cubic cellular structure. An
SMA then, which inherently works well as an actuator by pulling on
a mechanism with a direct and linear force, would be able to control
the expansion and contraction of each cell in a direct manner.
Sigmund exhibits several two-dimensional working models constructed
of wires and tubes which behave successfully in a mechanistic manner.
This scale unit cell might even be immediately applicable to a shape
memory alloy application. He states that it should be possible to
generate these types of 'micro-frames' soon with open cell polymer
foams. Also CAD/CAM manufacturing of componentry for multiple
structures could be developed for rapid-prototyping type of
manufacturing. Finally, Sigmund believes that with the current
development of molecular modeling, polymer and crystal growth real
micro-scale periodic structures should be feasible soon.1
CA modelling of these types of structures, because of the nature of
their microtruss sub-structure might be accomplished with irregular
lattice CA. Wolfram examines quasi-pattice?f for continuum
fluids.......
[37.1] microstructures exhibiting possibilties for mechanical behavior. Sigmund. 0.
1161.
1.Ibid. 1162.
[38.1] two-dimensional microtruss structures with dynamic mechanical ability.
Sigmund, 0. 1160.
[38.2] three-dimensional microtruss structure with mechanical ability. Sigmund, 0.
1160.
[39.1-3] material demonstrating mechanical behavior. responds isotropically when
expanded in shown direction. Sigmund, 0. 1156.
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[40.1-4] working models of two and three dimensional materials exhibiting mechanical
behavior. Sigmund, 0. 1162.
M=3 M=5 M=7
[40.3-6] Wolfram's CA quasi-lattice models for continuum systems behaviors such as
fluid flow.. Wolfram. S. Cellular Automaton Fluids:Basic Theory. 382.
blackmesa. fluidsurface . energy.
Utah, around 37 degrees latitude and 109 degrees longitude, is a
hard ore-like crust, brittle, obdurate and subtly shifting. Fas-
tened between the atmosphere and the mantle, black mesa is a lit-
eral material boundary between these fluid systems and their
energy. The site is the form of energy flow- of turbulent liquid
volumes rotating beneath and above its surface. The site is a
boundary between phases, solid, liquid, and vapor. The site is a
surface between the dynamic phases of light, space, earth, heat and
gas. Black Mesa is a thin surface of shifting entropy: a phase
interface. That thin boundary layer can be descibed as:
... a non-material singular surface bearing surface mass,
momentum, energy and entropy.1
[42.1] charles ross. solar burn. Ross. The Substance of Light. 67.
1. Alts, Thorsten. A Boundary Layer Theory for the Dynamics and Thermody-
namics of Phase-Interfaces. 95.
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[43.1) utah weather cam.http://www.met.utah.edu/gifv/nws-video/envw/current.gif
The mesa site could is then con-
sidered as a 'recording' medium
between constraints and material
systems. That is. the constraints
are the heat of the Earth's core
and the Sun. The material systems
are the atmosphere and the mantle.
As a fluidsurface, black mesa
embodies the same issues of scale,
time and orientation indicative
of the shaping systems. We can
begin to understand black mesa by
mapping those constraints for-
mally and behaviorally.
[43.2]3d map of Utah. site locted in box-
at lower left hand corner. ftp://
fermi. jhuapl.edu/www/states/nm.gif
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[x.x] radiance visualization of sun and shadow paths on the morning of 6/22.
The path of
the sun and
the flow of
the weather
are the most
readily avail-
able for map-
ping. A
digital ter-
rain model is
used for the
formal analy-
sis and an
analemmtic
diagram for
the geometri-
cal.
x.x] black mesa
site map. site
locatio by multi-
ple, self-simi-
lar scaling on
cartographic
grids. analem-
matic diagam
above is the con-
structed geome-
try for a sun
dial at
the sites lati-
tude and longi-
tude
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foldouts.
[x.x] R.Smithson. 400 Seattle Horizons. Robert Smithson: Selected Writings. 125.
the following foldouts contain computer visualizations of:
[1.] Digital terrain models of black mesa butte elevations.
north/south.
east/west.
[2.] Digital terrain models of sixteen perspective birdseye views of the
mesa incremented at 20 degrees.
[3.] Solar visualation of the digital terrain model at summer soltice.
[4.] Solar visualization of the digital terrain model at winter solstice.
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solar iterations of summer solstice illustrating day length and expansion of space.
solar iterations of winter solstice illustrating day length and compression of space.
constructed dial for 109 logitude 37 latitude. strange attractor. phase plot
of the dynamic behavior of a
weather system.
exercisel:
analematic dial. expansion. contraction. iteration. assembly.
the process was intended to unveil latent geometries or formal
identities within the climate/constraint's behavioral processes.
The procedure was to undo, reassemble, stretch, and reiterate the
form. Necessarily, a structure of solar elasticity should emerge
indicating long shadows, a quickened sense of time, and a shortened
perception of space toward the periphery of the instrument.
1. dial deconstruction. 1,2.
2. expansion and iteration. 1,2.
3. contraction and iteration. 1,2.
year length dial showing expansion and contraction. proportional shadow/light.
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Duchamp. three standard-
stoppages. Lippard. 105.
exercise 2:
survey maps.scale.length.iteration.
Survey lines on the USGS maps of black mesa betray formal circum-
stances of elevation and space in plan. As the surveyor can only
read across a limited elevation change, the length of the lines
becomes longer and less frequent in flatter regions. The lines
tend to reverberate around changing landscape intensifying with
greater quantity and shorter length. This exercise reads those
lines, re-iterates them in multiple scaling processes. The multi-
form and self-similar identity of the sight is a formal enunciation
of non-linear development. The geometry of measurement should be
elusive and difficult to essentialize.
scale 1.
scale 2.
- I L1 -
scale 3.
scale 4.
exercise 3:
typsetters blocks. form. scale. iteration. extraction.
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the building.
... there was a dim lattice of crystals, growing more
and more shadowy and insubstantial as it swelled;
then darkness; then a faint prismatic light-tiny com-
plexes in a vast three-dimensional array, grwing
steadily bigger. Itis crystalline, and of the mind by
virtue of being outside of unconscious action.
R. Smithson (quoting Damon Knight's "Beyond the Barrier") Selected
Writings. 32.
The building was conceived as a structure shaped by the forces of
its location. It also was intended to respond dynamically to that
environment. The formal explorations before, however. made
explicit the duplicity of a built structure which was derived from
a formal dynamic system which was also a dynamic structure itself,
I wanted to design a structure which was a micocosm of the site
itself. That is, that it responded, as a medium, to the energy and
forces of its environment. It needed to be shaped by those systems
and therefore should take as its 'protoplasm' the same beginnings
as the site. The site has very simple essences it seems. It has
inherent cardinal directions material and energy. All else is in
flux. As a result the building was re-conceived as a geometrical
structure taking as its beginnings the cardinal directions of its
paternal site. It seemed the building should be a surface or a set
of surfaces which were the brief, but elusive material solidifica-
tions of the of the materialess geometry of north, south,east, and
west. The surfaces should be of a material which could change and
be formed by climate energy. The built structure as materialized
geometry mapped into the stie and taking form only in resopnse to
the flux of incoming energy. It is elusive, protean and omni-form.
The building's foorpint was derived in a similar manner from the
implied and imaginary grid imposition of the site. That grid has
the same propertied of being multi-scalable and does the formal
site. The larger site reduced by half and half again until a foot-
print of 100; square was located in the center of the mesa's grid
system.
Li74
The other building imperative, as discussed previously, is that of
making an inert material system behave as an organic one. The
resultt begins to address somewhat new issues of scale, structure,
and perception of space to the inhabitor of the building. Frued's
later work in Beyond the Pleasure Principle begins to describe the
desired behaviors of those system's which can now be addressed
within an expanded field:
Let us suppose, then, that all organic instincts are
conservative, are acquired historically and tend
towards the restoration of an earlier state of things.
It follows that the phenomena of organic development
must be attributed to external disturbing and divert-
ing influences. The elementary living entity would
from its very beginning have had no wish to change; if
conditions remained the same; it would do no more than
constantly repeat the same course of life. In the last
resort, what has left its mark on the development of
organisms must be the history of the earth we live in
and its relation to the sun. Every modification which
is thus imposed upon the course of the organism's life
is accepted by the conservative organic instincts and
stored up for further repetition. Those instincts are
therefore bound to give a deceptive appearance of
being forces tending towards change and progress,
whilst in fact they are merely seeking to reach an
anciant by paths alike old and new. 1
1. Freud, Sigmund. Beyond the Pleasure Princinle. 45.
model shots. emergent elevation and hanging structural system.
elevations. all four identical.
model view.
anove. model shot.
right. building sec-
tion. each side
identical.
model shot. entire elevation closed to form thin steel surface.
70
model shot. entire elevation open.
section detail.
system is essentially a hanging curtain
wall system similiar to a structural glass
glazing system. a large box-truss suspends
each systen from the top of vertical cross-
braced columns. the geometry of the formed
'cube' gives stiffness and sheat stability
to the four walls. tranlucent photovoltaic panels
are suspended forward of the panels and supply power
to the system.
model shot. emergent pattern of fully developed steady state wall. spiral-
ling pattern revolves into center with a cyclonic repeating pattern.
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model shots. emerging dissipative system.
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emergent dissipative structures.
emergent dissipative structures.
ca modeling of building surface. initial state is random. each cell read its four
neighboring cell energy level. if the total is greater than 50% system energy the
cell moves toward closed (black). if less than 50% energy level the cell moves to
open (white). small structures begin to eveolve, growing and dissipating.
1 14 1146% I I Q.Ii4 A
larger structures evolve into more spiralling outward and dissipating.
a large and small structure (top left) have emergd rotating opposite each other in
a benard cell-like fashion.
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entire system has settled into a repeating steady state with an average energy
level fluxing lightly between 40% and 60%.
cell construction
functional shape memory cell as constructed. front view. 30"x 30".
functional shape memory cell as constructed. rear view. 30" x 30".
Introduction
This section will document basic empirical observations of the de-
sign, construction, mechanisms and resultant behaviors of the shape
memory cell. The cell is conceived as being a singular site in an
array of sites on a physical cellular automaton system. These CA
systems have been shown mathematically and by computer simulation
to be effective at modeling complex systems such as turbulent flow,
crystal growth and behaviors of continuum fluids. It has been sug-
gested that CA systems, due to their binary nature, be implemented
into materials systems to become material information processors.
However, with certain mechanical configurations they could be made
to perform just as the systems they describe, becoming designable
natural regulatory systems. Shape memory alloys are utilized as ac-
tuators of the cells' components.
Fundamentals
Two concerns drove the initial development of the cell. One, was
the scale - in reference to its application for my thesis building
- of the cell, as opposed to the actual size and proportion required
for an SMA to move a sizable mechanism. The other was the on/off
nature of a cellular automata site and the translation of that iden-
tity into a physical mechanism. The two concerns were effectively
worked together.
First, the cell had to be perfectly square given the additive lat-
tice configuration of a CA system. Consequently, the scale issue
became merely one of the direct size of the square. Since the cell
would be powered by a photovoltaic panel (which ideally could be
contained within the cell itself), the cell would have to be large
enough to accommodate a PV which could provide the type of current
sufficient to contract the alloy. Typically, PV cells are designed
to provide a trickle voltage which would charge a battery. The
battery, in turn, actually provides a current with enough amperage
to do work. SMA's are most responsive to a high current of AMP
charge so it was difficult to find an appropriate PV . There are,
however, PV's which can provide in the range of 17AMPS at a size of
two to three feet or so, square or rectangular. Since the cell
panels of the thesis project are five feet square, the constructed
cell became a half-scale model.
I designed several mechanisms which opened and closed in a variety
of ways. The nature of the CA systems is that a site is usually
open or closed or at some percentage thereof. Thus, the difficulty
is finding a configuration which is somewhat 'pore-like' in nature.
That is to say, that the mechanism is more of an aperture than a
directional louvering type system. An aperture was required which
would be:
1. Non-directional or omni-directional.
2. Could be actuated by a single linear force.
3. Could be completely closed or completely open.
4. Could not extend beyond the boundary of its frame.
Above all, the cell needed to remain as close to its material nature
as possible, i.e. an essential material dynamic response which was
non-mechanical and infinitely repeatable.
Shutter systems such as those for cameras etc. seemed overly me-
chanical, complex and expensive for the project. The project needed
to stay as close as possible to a direct correlation between the
energy striking the surface of the cell and its consequential ma-
terial response. It seemed as if the employment of a photovoltaic
panel had once already removed the system from that nature; a com-
plex shutter-like system thereby became too threatening to the di-
rect materiality of the cell. The shutter being too material-like
in itself and also too likely to break down.
A simple pivoting panel configuration would be better, in that
sense, but was difficult to develop in a non-directional manner.
Louvering systems were fine, but were sensitive to the angle and
azimuth of incoming light. The system needed something to regulate
the percentage of incoming light, not the direction. Since it is
impossible to make a pivoting panel system non-directional, the next
best solution was to design it to be omni-directional. A pinwheel-
ing mechanism such as the turbine fan on a jet engine would diffract
light in all directions and could operate at a certain percentage
of on or off.
In a Cartesian grid geometry, pinwheeling is somewhat unnatural. But
the square could be divided into four equal squares, each with pan-
els which could pivot in a different direction - right, left, up and
down. The panel was then designed with opposing horizontal and ver-
tical panels which would swing right and left and up and down. This
was accomplished by placing two rods dissecting the frame horizon-
tally and vertically. As they pivoted, panels attached to the ver-
tical rod could move forward and backward (right and left) while
panels attached to the horizontal rod could also move forward and
backward (up and down) . In this way, a single cell would accommodate
all the movements of a louvering system. The drawbacks being, how-
ever, that the panel was never 100% emittant because of the depth
of the panels.
Because the panel had simply been divided into four subsequent pan-
els for the cell configuration, it became conceivable that the panel
could then be divided infinitely in a self-similar manner. Scale
then became a factor of that division - 4,8,16,32,64 etc. This
seemed in keeping with the fractal nature of a CA system and had
interesting implications on space which was not anthropomorphically
scaled.
Further divisions of the cell surface also decreased the depth of
the cell when open by a certain function of that factor as well. In
this way, the percentage of light emitted also became a function of
this self-similar scaling nature of the configuration. Simply, the
cell was increasingly less deep according to the number of times the
surface area was divided.
effective
pinwheeling movement of quarter-sectioned panel surface.front and side.
Mechanical development.
The constructed cell has four divisions or panels. Each panel is
approximately one-quarter the entire surface. ( I used a 3/4" alu-
minum frame so each panel is 14 1/4" square). Music wire rods were
attached in a nylon collar assembly, the vertical one 1/4" forward
of the horizontal, on the back of the frame. This allowed them to
rotated freely and independently. The panels, because the rods were
not in the same plane, needed to be attached in an adjustable way
so that they may lie in the same surface plane flush with the front
of the frame. 3/16" plated brass collars with threaded holes were
slipped onto the rods, four for each panel. This allowed machine
screws to affix the panels to the rods and tighten to the collar as
well. Rubber grommets, washers and nuts were then used to adjust
and fix the panels in place.
The panels used were thin aluminum sheets, because of their reflec-
tive surface and their light weight. The vertical panels rotated
fine and were easily deployed as they were not working against grav-
ity. The horizontal panels, counterbalanced each other, which would
make for less stress on the SMA actuator, but tended to bend as
they cantilevered into the open position. 1/2" aluminum struts were
added to the horizontal panels and were easily fixed to the exterior
mounting screws. This did not entirely solve the problem, but
worked to some extent. An additional square section rod was bent and
fixed across the center to enable the two panels to work in tandem
pivoting across their center. Probably a more rigid lightweight ma-
terial should be laminated to the back of the panels.
basic aluminum frame construction.front view. basic aluminum frame construction. rear view.
nylon mounting block for vertical rod.
ers for counter balance.
nylon mounting block for horizontal rod.wash-
vertical and horizontal rods. horizontal panel bracing oblique view.
member and struts. center,rear.
coated brass threaded collars. panel mounts and rod. detail.
SMA actuator development.
The rod configuration would have a certain mechanical advantage, as
the panels would turn with little throw from actuator. A simple 45
degree rotation on a 3/16" rod would open or close the entire cell.
However, since the rods were attached necessarily at the center of
the cell, only 15" were available for direct, linear force without
exceeding the boundary of the cell. Since an SMA can be expected
to contract around 5% of its length, when working properly, a 15"
long nitinol wire should contract around 3/4".
The best source for connections for working with this mechanism
seemed to be a supply store for radio control equipment. Radio con-
trol is well developed for movement and control of planer surfaces
such as aircraft flaps and rudders, etc. As miniature control mech-
anisms, these parts provide the precision and adjustability needed
and are actually small scale versions of the assemblies which may
be utilized for a full scale deployment.
A nylon steering arm assembly with a brass collar fixed by a hex
headed threaded key was attached at one end of each rod. The arm has
several holes and can be used to adjust the actual throw of the
assembly. Therefore, the length could be adjusted for more or less
torque as required. Threaded rods about 1/16" in diameter with nylon
and metal clevis pin linkages were attached and then fixed to pull
against the outer frame with nylon control horns (also with many
holes for adjustment). These linkages provide very precise adjust-
ment at each point in the system. An opposing assembly was then
attached as a reflexor to the SMA assembly. These two assemblies
are identical except that one will contain an SMA actuator and the
other a spring providing counter force. This assembly was dupli-
cated for the other rod.
The mechanism, even at its shortest throw, required a longer dis-
tance and more torque than a short length of SMA wire could provide
in a single stroke. Rather than increase the complexity of the as-
sembly by doubling the length and reversing direction in the center
with another mechanism, different shapes of SMA were introduced.
Trained into a spring, the effective length of the SMA could be in-
creased in a shorter distance. Mondo-tronics robotics division man-
ufactures a cartridge-like spring shape SMA which can contract
around 3/4" of its own entire length. The spring could be much
thicker and provide more force and throw for its size. Fully con-
tracted, the cartridge measures 3" from centerline of its linkage
holes. These precise measurements and adjustments become increas-
ingly more important as the assembly comes together. Two or more
of these cartridges could easily work with the linkage. End to end,
they provide more throw and side by side they provide more force.
The system now is two effectively opposing spring assemblies which
are contained nicely within the extent of the outer frame.
SMA cartridge in austensitic phase or ful-
ly contracted.
SMA cartrodge in martensetic phase or ful-
ly relaxed.
nylon control horn .spring side. rear.
nylon control arm assembly with stops vertical.
nylon control horn. stpring side. front.
nylon control arm assembly horizontal
if-
rear view sma armatures. serial sma cartridges and connections.
sma cartridges with wiring and insulation. nylon insulating linkages.
detail. rear spring reflexor armature.
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detail. rear sma armatures and power supply.
Power and control
Electronically, the SMA cartridges contracted quickly and forceful-
ly from simple AA battery power. Batteries have a high amperage and
can effectively heat the alloy quickly. Batteries, however, are
only additive in 1.5 volt (around 100 amps) increments and therefore
exact currents cannot be determined. Also, because the cartridges
were somewhat beefier than the smaller wire used to date, the bat-
teries were only good for a few pulls - their effective power chang-
ing each time. For development purposes, I constructed a power
supply which could simply be plugged in. Since the mechanism, two
SMA cartridges, was known, this supply could be configured precisely
to those requirements. This did not prove to be so simple. The
required current for the wires could be precisely determined as a
function of their cross-sectional area and length. Since the car-
tridges were not linear this was not as straightforward. I called
the developers at Mondo-tronics and they were more than happy to
design a power supply for me over the phone. I know from working
with the wires that I needed more than 12 amps for effective con-
traction. The more SMA's added, the more current needed, but it was
not directly additive as the SMA linked end to end could be connected
as a single electronic circuit- the resistance through their bodies
being a tricky factor.
It should be stated here that, in the absence of sophisticated test-
ing equipment, empirical knowledge of these actuators can not be
understressed. The above mechanisms were developed more from han-
dling the SMA than from logical development. That is to say, each
alloy tested was fixed to a board, contracted and then expanded by
hand. The esoteric nature of the material should have significant
effect on the design and performance of the cell. For instance, the
elastic properties of the material are rather indiscrete, changing
over time as the material heats and cools. The martensetic stage
is pliable and becomes extremely stretchy as its warms up- almost
like human muscle. As the material is repeatedly actuated, it be-
comes quicker, more alert and seemingly stronger. The material re-
sponded differently on cold days and hot days, humid and dry days
and even depending on whether it was near other sources of heat such
as sunlight etc. An intuitive sense of the SMA is important for
choosing springs to oppose the force. They cannot be too strong as
they will reduce the throw of the material, but they need to be right
near a threshold strong enough to close the panel in a manner similar
to the speed at which it opened, but not inhibit that movement. In-
terestingly, I found that the SMA would respond more quickly and
fully when it had a direct and strong opposing force to work against
than when it did not.
As I was photographing the panel, I placed it in strong light. It
had not been used for weeks and was therefore slow to respond and
warm-up. Photographing was not difficult as I was able to take sev-
eral shots in each position between open and closed. However, by
the time it had been in the sun for an hour or so it became extremely
motile and fast, making it almost impossible to take even a single
shot between open and closed. The cell slammed open and shut, sug-
gesting further damping of the mechanism might be investigated.
A black box power supply was built which could provide a little over
7volts at 12-15 amps with two outputs. It also has a switch, fuse,
and power indicating LED. After working with the wires for some
time it became very infrequent that a wire would burn out or break.
The fuse also helps with this. Boxes of fuses were need at first
but eventually rarely burned. The box can also be connected and
disconnected
to the cell as
needed. It was
good for con-
sistent power
during develop-
ment . This
identical pow-
er signature
can be supplied
effectively
with a photo-
voltaic cell
around the same
surface area of
the cell. New
PV films should
be able to be
placed direct-
ly on the surfaces of the panels providing power for their constit-
uent mechanisms.
A plug for the power supply was then hard-wired to the SMA actuators
which were connected in a series, two each. Initially, metal clevis
linkages were used to connect the SMA's to their assemblies. This
proved ineffective, as the cartridges need to be electronically iso-
lated to work. The metal clevis' ground the actuators to the frame
and rendered them inactive. The linkages were replaced with new
nylon ones and the problem was solved. The cartridges also ground
across their entire brass enclosure so careful insulating of all the
wires and connections had to be employed. The assemblies were then
attached to the frame with adjustable nylon control horns.
Adjustments
The adjusting of the mechanism proved to be the most difficult pro-
cedure. Each panel needed to stop exactly at zero (closed) or 45
degrees (open). As mentioned before, the actuators behave differ-
ently as used and can become quite active when used frequently. In
certain adjustments, they were enthusiastic enough to begin to de-
stroy the mechanism. This indicated that there was full capability
in the system to work effectively, if the proper adjustment could
be made. Nylon stops were added to inhibit the over-extension of
the assembly.
Certain adjustments provided faster performance, but would leave the
panels incompletely deployed at one end or the other. A longer throw
on the control arm would require less force from the SMA. However,
this required a longer contraction ratio which was sometimes un-
acheivable. A shorter throw would require less contraction, but
would in turn require more force sometimes leaving the SMA not fully
contracted. The counter force spring provided good help in resolv-
ing this as a proper spring could actually improve the performance
of the cartridge. I used a lot of springs with less and less
strength thinking that this would allow the SMA to pull harder and
faster. I was proved wrong, however, as it was the stiffer springs
which effected the SMA to respond more deftly. Certain springs were
found which had a certain breaking point, which when past that
threshold would actually become easier to stretch. This aided the
SMA at the end of their throw where the power curve begins to de-
crease and a little extra boost is needed.
More refined forces could then be adjusted with the linkages, fit-
tings, and control horns themselves. The system could be 'strung'
tight, at rest, for an optimum initial condition. The control arms
needed particular attention as the envelope for the starting and
stopping position was very narrow. They needed to be slightly over
vertical for a starting position in order for them to be slightly
short of horizontal. This arrangement kept the spring and the SMA
from needing to pull the arm over a breaking point as it rotated.
It also keeps the assemblies from locking in place.
Observations
The two assemblies, horizontal and vertical, behave in distinctly
different and opposing manners. When 'turned on',the vertical pan-
els are quick to initially react as the opposing force in them is
at a minimum. They deploy to around 90% open in approximately one
second. The horizontal panels are working against gravity and must
heat up significantly before they can rotate against that force.
They also reach a break-over point when around 90% deployed. The
panel will initially remain in the 90% position for any amount of
time up to a minute. Then, upon further heating, will almost si-
multaneously move to the fully open position. I found it necessary
to add a small amount of counterbalance to the horizontal panels,
in the form of a few washers, to aid in the initial lifting of the
panels.
When 'turned off', the horizontal assembly reacts first because it
has a greater opposing force of gravity, and moves quickly to around
30 degrees while the vertical are still cooling. The vertical will
then slowly move closed to catch the others and the system will slow-
ly close again almost in synchrony.
As the system warms up and becomes more pliable it contracts very
quickly and immediately, moving to fully open almost instantaneous-
ly. But the springs still retain a constant profile and therefore
the system becomes slower to close or to cool down.
First instinct was, of course, to fix the differing performance of
each of the two mechanisms. Then two - with more engineering and
better manufacturing - could be made to perform identically and ef-
ficiently. This discrepancy was very informative though, and begins
to suggest the different situational characteristics of a system
such as this. Natural and environmental forces can be 'felt' in the
attitude of the materials and the behaviors of the systems. The
signature of gravity should be natural to a system when it works
with and against it, giving it a sense of orientation. Ambient and
direct heating also impresses the systems as it works, giving the
whole field a sense of time, uncanny stiffness and the motile char-
acteristics of an organic system responding to energy.
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